Evaluation of binary QSAR models derived from LUDI and MOE scoring functions for structure based virtual screening.
In today's world of high-throughput in silico screening, the development of virtual screening methodologies to prioritize small molecules as new chemical entities (NCEs) for synthesis is of current interest. Among several approaches to virtual screening, structure-based virtual screening has been considered the most effective. However the problems associated with the ranking of potential solutions in terms of scoring functions remains one of the major bottlenecks in structure-based virtual screening technology. It has been suggested that scoring functions may be used as filters for distinguishing binders from nonbinders instead of accurately predicting their binding free energies. Subsequently, several improvements have been made in this area, which include the use of multiple rather than single scoring functions and application of either consensus or multivariate statistical methods or both to improve the discrimination between binders and nonbinders. In view of it, the discriminative ability (distinguishing binders from nonbinders) of binary QSAR models derived using LUDI and MOE scoring functions has been compared with the models derived by Jacobbsson et al. on five data sets viz. estrogen receptor alphamimics (ERalpha_mimics), estrogen receptor alphatoxins (ERalpha_toxins), matrix metalloprotease 3 inhibitors (MMP-3), factor Xa inhibitors (fXa), and acetylcholine esterase inhibitors (AChE). The overall analyses reveal that binary QSAR is comparable to the PLS discriminant analysis, rule-based, and Bayesian classification methods used by Jacobsson et al. Further the scoring functions implemented in LUDI and MOE can score a wide range of protein-ligand interactions and are comparable to the scoring functions implemented in ICM and Cscore. Thus the binary QSAR models derived using LUDI and MOE scoring functions may be useful as a preliminary screening layer in a multilayered virtual screening paradigm.